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This is a reply to: 

Ehgartner, Ulrike, Patrick Gould and Marc Hudson. 2017. “On the obsolescence of human beings in 

sustainable development.” Global Discourse. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/23269995.2017.1300417. 

 

“There is a crack in everything / that’s how the light gets in”  

Leonard Cohen, Anthem. 

 

As admirers of Anders’ uncompromising vision and wit, we are delighted to have been invited to 

respond to Ehgartner et al’s contribution to this special issue, in which they argue that Anders’ 

concepts of ‘promethean shame’ and ‘apocalyptic blindness’ can help explain humanity’s current 

situation and shed new light on the psychology of business-as-usual.  

Anders writes in the foreword to the 1979 edition of “Antiquiertheit des Menschen”1 that his main 

theses had - in the face of growing environmental threats - become even more relevant than they 

originally were. This lasting relevance had, in his own words, less to do with the quality of his 

analysis and more to do with the unfortunate state of the world and its humans. The evolution of his 

thought, however, is sorely missed as the Earth races past the 400ppm mark, deeper into the 

anthropocene, and climate change disasters are no longer empty threats, but full blown realities.  

In this short response, we will raise some questions with regard to (1) apocalyptic blindness and (2) 

the apocalyptically blind. Firstly, as compelling as Anders’ critique is with respect to the atomic 

bomb, one needs to ask whether it holds in the same way with respect to climate change. We think 

that something has changed in recent decades, which is also captured in debates centred on the 

concept of “the anthropocene”, which we take to denote a vision of our capacity to self-destruct – 

certainly a capacity to profoundly change our environment to a degree that registers on geological 

and evolutionary scales. In 2016, the problem is not that we cannot imagine the apocalypse, it is that 

we cannot imagine a way out of it.  

While social movements have been warning about ecological destruction and lamenting widespread 

inertia at least since the 1960s, the mainstreaming of environmentalism with the Brundtland Report2  

has spelled a commercialization of eco-threats. The dominant framing of humanity’s current 

predicament emphasizes ‘planetary limits’ and impending environmental collapse: the apocalypse 

                                                             
1
 Vol 1, originally published in 1956. Anders, Günther (2009) Die Antiquiertheit des Menschen Bd. I: Über die 

Seele im Zeitalter der zweiten industriellen Revolution. München: Beck. 
2
 World Commission on Environment and Development (1987). Our Common Future. Oxford: Oxford University 

Press. 
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makes it into our consciousness daily. We are force-fed resource shortages, hurricanes, droughts, 

floods, wildfires and, say, Zika.   

Yet the only proposal for a ‘way out’ that gets onto the agenda is ‘further in’:  sustainable 

development (or the now increasingly common ‘green growth’, a term with the sole redeeming 

feature that it does not hide its aspirations). ‘Sustainability’ as necessary response to environmental 

doom has become a global, post-political consensus3 - managing technological and behavioural 

transformations while leaving the organizing principles of the capitalist market and liberal state 

incontestably in place, indeed consolidating them4. Electric cars, photovoltaic roof tiles, bioplastics 

and zero carbon holidays get sold by peddling dystopian imaginaries. Hence we could say that, 

rather than being blind to the apocalypse, we are now blinded by it; blinded so we cannot see a way 

out.  

Our imagination has been stretched to the breaking point. Increasingly, democratic political 

processes are suspended in order to protect us from doom5: we have entered a permanent state of 

exception,6 which the narrative of constant crisis serves to legitimate.7 Conveniently, a sense of 

pervasive unease and anxiety permits the machine of accumulation unfettered acceleration.  

Ehgartner et al point out that Anders’ answer to the predicament he identifies centres upon the 

development – the ‘widening’ – of our moral imagination: we must ‘stretch’ our imagination to 

begin grasping the consequences of our doing more fully. Instead, we argue that as our apocalyptic 

imagination is about to explode, we need to dream up visions for new/better/more 

appropriate/other forms of life. Given that there is widespread acceptance that ecological disaster is 

already with us now, we need to develop ways of coping with the fallout that makes human life 

worth living; terms like mitigation and adaptation sound hollower yet than the long co-opted 

‘sustainability’.8  

How could we live together – with other humans as well as non-humans – in a world even more 

ravaged by extreme weather, pollution and consequent shrinking of habitable and fertile land? How 

would we feed, shelter, heal, enjoy? How would we raise our young? Without other visions, real or 

fictitious examples of other ‘worlds’, other ways of life, and the willingness to let them guide and 

inspire experiments in collectivity that do not rely on petroleum, rare earth metals or the commodity 

form, such questions might just remain unanswered.  

We need to ask fundamental questions. We need to examine the way we metabolize the world, the 

way we reproduce our everyday every day. In other words, we need to ask such questions as 

                                                             
3 Swyngedouw, Erik (2011) ‘Depoliticized Environments: The End of Nature, Climate Change and the Post-
Political Condition’ in Royal Institute of Philosophy Supplement, 69, pp. 253–274. 
4 Although Brexit, Trumpism and the general post-truth tendencies threaten with the kind of eco-fascistic 
future that an apocalypse might just “justify”. 
5
 This varies between environmental, economic or terrorist doom. 

6
 Agamben, Giorgio (2005) State of Exception. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 

7
 Skilling, Peter (2014) ‘Everyday emergency: crisis, unease and strategy in contemporary political discourse’ in 

Critical Policy Studies Vol. 8, Iss. 1. 
8
 ‘Degrowth’ might be one of the few ‘goals’ that is resistant to cooptation, and one we hold worth exploring 

as an alternative to ‘sustainability’. Thanks to John O’Neill for pointing out this particular value of the term. 



philosophers once asked, before professionalism and library dust rendered their actions irrelevant.9 

Alternatively, we might get stuck in a scenario of authoritarian managerialism, concomitant social 

collapse and unreined violence wreaking more havoc than floods and desertification. 

But who is this ‘we’ whom we summon, who continues to shepherd gadgets along the road to 

omnicide? Using the generic ‘we’ is especially problematic when human beings are meant. Critics of 

technology are, somewhat unsurprisingly, mostly deeply embedded in technological culture 

themselves, sometimes unable to see that humanity is (still) more variegated than that. Indeed, 

those social movements whose ideas were later co-opted for the sustainable development agenda, 

have been reacting to the industrial machine’s threatening disasters by going back to the land, 

already for more than a century.10 

It is crucial to realise that ‘we’ are not all apocalyptically blind(ed). ‘We’ are not only citizen-

consumers in over-industrialized countries; ‘we’ are also subsistence farmers, indigenous forest 

dwellers, nomadic pastoralists and fisherpeople, neo-rural activists and others whose lives 

purposefully or inadvertently contribute to the continued existence of a world ‘outside’ of capitalist 

technocracy.11 

We suggest that it is in ‘their’ spaces, through ‘their’ practices and relations that ‘we’ may find 

guidance on how to proceed towards a world in which humanity has a future. Dialogue is not 

enough. Complete immersion might be.  

                                                             
9 We also need to address a new and fundamental question: how can live in harmony with the microbiome, 
rather than wage a losing war on bacteria? 
10 Needless to say the Romantics went for walkabouts in disgust of the Satanic Mills in Engels’ rendition of 
Blake’s Christian critique. More specifically, however, the late 19th century saw the formation of Lebensreform 
(Life Reform) communes, such as Himmelsbach and Monte Verita in and around the German and Swiss alps, 
which clearly prefigured the 1960s and 1970s hippies (cf. Barlösius, Eva (1997) Naturgemäße Lebensführung: 
Zur Geschichte der Lebensreform um die Jahrhundertwende. Frankfurt a. M.: Campus). Particularly the work 
and followers of Rudolf Steiner have stood the test of time. These movements rejected urbanisation, toxic 
medicine and food, while constructing viable alternatives still in existence. Certain philosophers at the time, 
notably Henri Bergson, also rejected the progressivist, teleological lemming-like march into the abyss and 
sought to push humanity in new and promising directions. Curiously, or paradoxically, Bergson’s first public 
lecture in the U.S. caused the first traffic jam on Broadway in New York City (Henri Bergson, Stanford 
Encyclopaedia of Philosophy:  http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/bergson/ ). It took two world wars and the 
advent of artificial insulin and antibiotics to ‘restore faith’ in the industrial machine, which admittedly gave 
some of us, in Euro-America, a few decades of prosperity. In other words, before we could arrive at the dismal 
scenario described by Anders as our inability to imagine the apocalypse, the more profound and genuinely 
original attempts at developing imaginaries for the purposes of avoiding precisely such an end-point had to 
first be marginalised or destroyed. Are we going round in circles?  
11 In Anders’ sense of the word as ‘the rule of machines’. 
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